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About Ming River
Ming River is a Sichuan-style, strong-aroma baijiu crafted at China’s oldest distillery, Luzhou
Laojiao. Launched in June 2018, Ming River brings over 700 years of traditional baijiu techniques
to non-traditional markets.
Translating “white spirits” in Mandarin, baijiu is the world’s most widely consumed alcohol
category by volume and encompasses all traditional Chinese grain spirits. Its four major
recognized styles—rice aroma, light aroma, strong aroma, and sauce aroma—are as distinct as
rum is to tequila.
Baijiu is typically made by hand using centuries-old methods. Unlike most Western spirits, baijiu
is fermented and distilled using a solid rather than liquid mash. The essence of baijiu is its qu
(pronounced chew), a fermentation starter culture of naturally harvested microorganisms
unique to each distillery. Baijiu producers steam-distill the solid mash in a Chinese pot still,
creating an aromatic clear spirit. The spirit matures for several months or years in terra cotta
jars before craftspeople blend it to balance its flavor and strength.
Popular throughout China, strong-aroma baijiu originated in the province of Sichuan. Distilled
from sorghum, sometimes in combination with other grains, strong-aroma baijiu uses wheat qu
and continuous fermentation in earthen pits. It is notable for its robust body and notes of
tropical fruit, anise, and pepper. Using local grains, Sichuan-style baijiu is a complex and refined
spirit that encapsulates the province’s rich culinary tradition.

The Ming River Team
We’re not booze people. We’re baijiu people.
Our team wrote the first English-language book about baijiu and we opened the world’s first
baijiu bar. What brought us together was the belief that Chinese spirits could transform the
way the world thinks about alcohol.
To realize this mission, we needed the right partner. The Luzhou Laojiao Distillery has an
unmatched history, and a long-standing commitment to innovation and quality. It was a match
made in China.
We created Ming River to share something unmistakably Sichuanese with new audiences. It is a
current that flows from the Ming Dynasty to the present, from China to the world. It reflects
over twenty generations of technical ingenuity and a strong sense of place.
In Sichuan they don’t say, “Goodbye.” They say, “Go slowly.” Take your time. Ming River has
taken centuries to arrive, but it couldn’t come any sooner.

About the Luzhou Laojiao Distillery
Ming River’s distillery resides in the lush port town of Luzhou, in southwestern China’s Sichuan
Province. With an alcohol-producing history spanning nearly 2,000 years, Luzhou has spurred
many innovations.
The Luzhou Laojiao distillery is best known for its “1,000-year pit, 10,000-year mash” production
method, where sorghum mash is fermented in large subterranean pits. At the start of each
fermentation cycle, a quarter of the old mash is discarded and replaced with fresh grains and
yeast while the original mash continues to ferment. The earthen walls of the pit absorb yeast
from the fermentation cycles over time, ensuring a more complex baijiu.
Baijiu aficionados find that the longer a fermentation pit is used, the greater the complexity of
the resulting baijiu. A fully mature “old pit” has been in continuous use for at least thirty years.
Luzhou Laojiao operates over 1,000 fermentation pits which have been in continuous use for at
least 100 years including the world’s most ancient baijiu pits, which have been in continuous
operation since 1573.

Production of Ming River starts with locally harvested red sorghum grain and the purest waters
from a protected well. The mash is then fermented in Luzhou Laojiao’s earthen pits along with
naturally harvested yeast cultures native to Luzhou, imparting the distinctive terroir of Sichuanstyle baijiu. After two months, the mash is unearthed and distilled in small batches using a
traditional Chinese pot still. The spirits age for up to two years before the master blender
balances them into the bold flavor of Ming River.
Tasting Notes
On the nose, green apple peel that gives way to a mélange of tropical fruit including papaya,
guava, and melon, rounded out by a hint of ripe cheese. Its flavor is spicy pink peppercorn with
pineapple, anise, and a bright and briny middle note. The finish is long, mellow, and slightly
earthy. Traditionally enjoyed neat at room temperature, Ming River perfectly complements the
spice of Sichuanese cuisine.
Cocktails
In cocktails, Ming River’s bold aroma and flavor can find a home in tiki drinks, sours, and
aperitifs. To explore some of our favorites and get a taste of the spirit’s versatility, please check
out The Ming River Cocktail Book: https://mingriver.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/MINGRIVER-COCKTAIL-BOOK_FINAL_200519.pdf
Awards
Ming River Sichuan Baijiu has won a number of prestigious awards around the world.
• 2018 New York World Wine and Spirits Competition: Double Gold
• 2019 San Francisco World Wine and Spirits Competition:
• 2019 Ultimate Spirits Challenge: 88 — Very good, strong recommendation
• 2020 International Spirits Challenge: Double Gold, Trophy Winner
• 2020 Meininger’s International Spirits Award: Gold
• 2020 London Spirits Challenge: Gold
Availability
Ming River is imported and sold in the United States by 375 Park Avenue Spirits, a division of
the Sazerac Company. Our online store is accessible at https://shopmingriver.com. Ming River is
distilled from sorghum grain and is 45% alc./vol. For more information, please visit
https://mingriver.com/. To learn more about the baijiu category, visit https://drinkbaijiu.com.

Frequently Asked Questions
What is baijiu?
Baijiu means “white spirits” in Chinese. Simply put, baijiu is an umbrella term for all traditional
Chinese spirits. Baijiu is by far the most produced and consumed spirit in the world, selling
more each year than whiskey and vodka combined!
How do you say it?
Bye like in “goodbye,” Gio like in “Giovanni.”
What is qu?
Qu (pronounced “chew”) is the fermentative agent used in the production of all baijius. It is
essentially a grain-based culture of microorganisms that convert a grain’s starches into alcohol.
Is it made from rice?
Baijiu can be made from any grain. Sometimes baijiu is made from rice, but sorghum is the most
common grain used in China, and the one we use in Ming River.
What is sorghum?
Sorghum is a cereal grain. In the U.S., it’s primarily used as animal feed and in the production of
molasses, but it’s a staple crop in Africa and Asia.
Where does Ming River originate?
Ming River comes from Luzhou Laojiao in southwestern China’s Sichuan province. It is China’s
oldest distillery, in continuous use since 1573.
Why is it called Ming River?
The name refers to the Ming Dynasty, when the distillery was founded, and the fact that it
comes from a town alongside China’s famous Yangtze River.
Why is this the most consumed spirit in the world?
China is the world’s most populous country, and it consumes about 8 billion liters of baijiu
every year. In China baijiu is an important part of life, used in holidays, weddings, memorial
services, business and politics. It’s a major part of dining out and entertaining, and is always
paired with food, like wine is in the West. Also, it’s delicious.
Does it taste like sake?
Some styles of baijiu do, but not most. Ming River is closest to high-ester cane spirits, like
Jamaican rum, in terms of flavor and aroma.

What would I compare it to?
In the spirits world, it’s closest to Jamaican rum, but you’ve probably never tasted anything like
this before. It’s fruity, floral and funky, with notes of pineapple, anise and cheese.
How do people drink it?
Traditionally, baijiu is drunk neat in 10ml glasses with food. They shoot it neat, at room
temperature and in great volumes. Recently, it’s been quite successful as a cocktail ingredient.
How is it made?
Ming River is made in five steps: Sorghum grains are steamed, fermented with wild yeast and
buried in earthen pits to ferment for about 2 to 3 months. This mash is distilled as a solid with
steam. The baijiu is aged for several years in terra-cotta jars and blended to perfection before
bottling.
What is the distilling process?
The grains are distilled whole in a traditional Chinese still, which is like a giant dim sum basket
(or vegetable steamer). Steam rises up through the bottom and vaporizes the alcohol in the
solid fermented grain, which re-condenses and re-evaporate through the different layers of
grain. It is then funneled into a condenser where it cools into baijiu. From a mash of around 3%
alcohol by weight emerges a distillate that is often over 120-proof.
If baijiu is the most consumed category of spirit in the world, and Ming River
comes from one of the biggest producers in China, how can you claim that this is
an artisanal product?
Even though baijiu is produced in mind-blowingly large volumes, every drop in a bottle
of Ming River is pit-fermented, batch-distilled and aged in terracotta. The production is
all done using traditional small batch methods, just on a very large scale. Unlike many
baijiu brands, Ming River contains no neutral grain spirit in its blend.
If baijiu is so popular, why isn’t it better known in the West?
In the US, Chinese food got popular during prohibition, so there wasn’t much of an opportunity
for baijiu to be introduced in its traditional setting. Moreover, baijiu wasn’t exported to the
United States to China until the 1980s, and has only been marketed to non-Chinese in the past
10 years. It’s a very old drink, but very new to most of the world, and quickly gaining in
popularity.
I heard baijiu is firewater. Why should I drink it?
Baijiu is like any category of spirits—there are good ones and bad ones—and it’s a very diverse
category. There are about 10,000 baijiu distilleries and 12 different styles of baijiu that can be as

different as tequila and rum. So whether or not you think it’s hard to drink will depend on the
quality and style of the baijiu, but in our experience most people have no trouble finding a baijiu
they like when they try the four major styles, and more often than not it’s strong-aroma
Sichuan baijiu.
What do I mix with it? What’s the best way to work with Ming River?
Ming River pairs well with citrus and tonic water, and also with other strong-flavored spirits like
overproof rum, amaro and mezcal.

